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Presentation Notes
Hello, my name is Rachel Guttmacher, and I am a graduate student at the University of Redlands. I’m here to talk to you today about my thesis, but in order to describe the work I’ve done, I will need to introduce you to the background behind my work.



Crowd Sourcing 

Traditional Research 
 Time consuming 
 High costs 

 
Crowd Sourcing 
 Quicker 
 Cheaper 
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A traditional research project would involve a scientist or group of scientists entering a field of study to gather information about a topic in question. Depending on the size of this project, this type of research can be both time consuming and result in high costs. Crowd sourcing involves public users gathering data through volunteered information. Crowd sourcing does, however, carry risk. Contributors are often casual users with little to no training, which can result in less reliable or less detailed data. This road block has slowed the popularity of crowd sourcing. My project demonstrates that it is possible to successfully utilize crowd sourced data through analysis and informed decisions.



The Whale mAPP 
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Two years ago Dr. Lei Lani Stelle from the University of Redlands contacted GIS students with a problem: How can one use crowd sourcing and GIS to collect information about marine mammals? Melodi King, a student with the University, produced an Android application called the Whale mAPP. 



The Whale mAPP 
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The application allows users to record observations of marine mammals and input data such as the species name, behavior, number of calves, and other factors. The user can also access their mobile phone’s photo-taking abilities from within the app.



The Whale mAPP 

? 
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These observations are sent via data or Wi-Fi to the Whale mAPP database. This data is then available for scientists to use to study topics such as animal behavior and changes of distribution. Issues arose, however, as the resulting database displayed questionable sightings due to connection difficulties, and identification errors, and clustered data of similar characteristics. The goal of this project was to address these problems post-collection.



Connection Issues 

 Roaming 
 Sporadic Signal 
 Dead Zone 
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The first issue is connection issues. The Whale mAPP application relies on a mobile device’s spatial information. If a device has enough signal, the location of the device upon clicking submit will locate a point in the proper location. Reception tends to become sporadic or nonexistent at sea and observations remain in a pending state. Upon receiving signal, often when returning to land, an on-land location may be assigned to pending observations.



Connection Issues 

 User testing on land 
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A similar problem occurs if an individual tests the Whale mAPP at home. Many users test out new applications prior to direct use. The Whale mAPP database had no way to watch for these land-locked observations prior to my work. This resulted in interesting results such as a killer whale at Balboa Park.



Identification Errors 
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The second issue arises from identification errors. When relying on the Whale mAPP’s public users, we must assume that users will not submit data unless they have accurate knowledge of what species they are seeing. The majority of the public have limited experience with marine mammals, which can endanger the integrity of our data when submissions are made incorrectly. As you can see here, species of marine mammals can often look extremely similar. Pictured here is the short-beaked common dolphin above, and the long-beaked common dolphin below. To the naked eye these dolphins are difficult to distinguish, especially in less than optimal viewing conditions such as a swaying boat or ocean spray. In these two videos, can you tell which is the long beaked and which is the short beaked common dolphin? Even if you are not currently seasick, not on a swaying boat, and not blinded by sea spray, it is difficult to make a solid decision. The video makers claim that on the left is a short-beaked dolphin and the right is a long-beaked dolphin. Even a sighting submission with video or photography may be difficult to identify for sure. Many marine mammals do not spend much time at the surface, and it is often difficult to distinguish between species from the brief fin or flipper spotted before the individual submerges again. We are unable to train all users or verify all observations, but post-processing can be considered to partially address this issue.



Clustered Sightings 

 Users on the same boat 
 Users in the same vicinity 
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The final issue is clustered data. As a project becomes more popular, the amount of data increases. With the spread of more users, there can often be overlaps where multiple users submit the same information to the Whale mAPP, either because they were on the same boat or perhaps separate boats observing the same individual or pod. When multiple people submit the same information, the database becomes skewed, affecting the ability to perform solid research on the resulting data.
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To address these problems I used the functionality between ArcGIS and Python coding to create a software that would run tests on the Whale mAPP data. Three inputs were need for this project. The first is a feature class representing the world’s landmasses. The second input was a collection of habitat ranges digitized from NOAA Fisheries and a Princeton Field Guide. The third was a sample of data from the Whale mAPP.



On Land Identifier 
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The On Land Identifier uses the land feature class and observation points from the Whale mApp. Upon running this software, a Select by Location query examines the location of every observation and compares it to the location of the land. If a point has received on-land coordinates either by misconnection or by testing on land, these points are flagged as “Sighting Is On Land.” For this and all other scripts, if a point did not trigger an error, it is labeled as “Checked”.



On Land Identifier 
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The “On Land” point shown here was submitted as a travelling blue whale. However, the location is in the mountains south of San Jose. Either the sighting is incorrectly located, or we’ve discovered a new species of mountain whale.
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The Out of Range Identifier seeks to handle misidentified species. When a user submits an observation they must choose a species for their submission. The application offers a drop down of expected species to the user. The user may also select sub categories listed as “Unidentified Whale”, “Unidentified Seal”, or “Unidentified Dolphin”. Finally, a user may select “Other” and input a species name manually. While it is not plausible to check every single observation’s validity, it is possible to check the likelihood of a point being correct by comparing a species' expected range to the observation locations. Points outside of the expected range may be considered outliers and are flagged as “Sighting Is Out of Range”. If a user has entered a name that does not match any of the species listed in the range file, the point is labeled instead as “No Range Match”.



Out of Range Identifier 
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On this example around Vancouver Island, the range of the California Sea Lion is shown with cross-hatch.  The two orange points indicate California Sea Lion sightings that were identified as out of range. These points could indicate an incorrectly identified species. However, the change in water conditions from year to year also may encourage some individuals to venture outside their expected habitat, and the edges of expected ranges are not true barriers in the ocean that prevent a marine mammal from travel. For these reasons, the script also outputs the distance to the closest edge of the range. End users can then make their own decisions about whether to keep or disregard these points.



Clustered Sightings Identifier 
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The Cluster Identifier software compares all pairs of points in an attempt to find clustered observations that may be skewing the database. Two or more points are likely to be clusters of similar observations if they occurred within 500 meters of each other. They must have the same species name to be a cluster as well. Finally, the points must have occurred within one minute of each other, which indicates they were likely about the same individual or group of marine mammals. If these three criteria are met, they are flagged as “Cluster Found”. In some cases mobile devices did not sent temporal information, so this was considered by flagging points without temporal information as “Invalid Date/Time.” 



Clustered Sightings Identifier 
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In this example above there are two clusters identified just west of Long Beach. While these points did not originate from the sighting in these images, it is clear how easily a whale watch excursion can become overcrowded with viewers eager to record their observations. As the Whale mAPP gains momentum and more users begin submitting information, it is easy to imagine that multiple users could end up on the same boat, especially if families are participating together in the project.



Analysis of Results 

New points checked: 720 
On Land: 27 
Out of Range: 20 
Clusters Found: 47 
No Range Match: 249 
Invalid Dates: 37 
Errors or clusters: 43% 
 ~ 410 Useable Points! 
       (in 387 days) 
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All observations receive pass-fail flags for all issues. The script also prints out a summary upon completion stating the number of points checked, the number of flags caught, and the percentage of error in the resulting dataset. One run through of the current Whale mAPP data resulted in about 43% of the data being flagged. With 720 points to check, the script ran for about 4 minutes. The Whale mAPP is still undergoing name standardization, which accounts for the high number of invalid names so early on in the production phase.



Analysis of Results 

New points checked: 720 
On Land: 27 
Out of Range: 20 
Clusters Found: 47 
No Range Match: 249 
Invalid Dates: 37 
Errors or clusters: 43% 13% 
 ~ 410 626 Useable Points! 
       (in 387 days) 
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Once the names have been standardized and old data has been renamed to match the range names, this number will drop significantly. Invalid temporal information is also likely to be a rare occurrence, as it only appears in 5% of the current data. If both of these issues were resolved and these observations contained no further errors, the database issue percentage would drop significantly from 43% to 13%. Instead of just 410 useable observations, the count would jump to 626 observations without flags triggered.
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To summarize, I have explained to you the Whale mAPP application where users collect observations sent via Wi-Fi or Data connections to the database. From the database, these Whale mAPP observation points are then compared against land and range feature classes through the software I have programmed. The output is a processed set of data that identifies potential errors and clusters. This new output promotes a better understanding of the data, allowing users to make informed decisions and increase their knowledge. The Whale mAPP data can now be used with confidence and marine mammalogy benefits in turn from more efficient and thorough research.



Thank You 

Credits 
 Images: OpenClipArt.org, ClipShrine.com, PublicDomainPictures.net, and 

Commons.Wikimedia.org, ACSOnline.org 
 Screenshots captured from ArcMap 10.2 using Snipping Tool for Windows 7. 
 Data Credits: Esri, NaturalEarthData.com, NMFS.NOAA.gov, Whales, Dolphins, and other Marine 

Mammals of the World Princeton Field Guide, Whale mAPP 
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Thank you!
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